
 

                                            OSCILLOSCOPES IN ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION

Introduction: 

In studying the various electronic, electrical networks and systems, signals which are 

functions of time, are often encountered. Such signals may be periodic or non periodic in nature. 

The device which allows, the amplitude of such signals, to be displayed primarily as " function of 

time, is called cathode ray oscilloscope, commonly known as C.R.O. The CR.O gives the visual 

representation of the time varying signals. The oscilloscope has become an universal instrument 

and is probably most versatile tool for the development of electronic circuits and systems. It is an 

integral part of electronic laboratories. 

The oscilloscope is, in fact, a voltmeter. Instead of the mechanical deflection of a metallic 

pointer as used in the normal voltmeters, the oscilloscope uses the movement of an electron beam 

against a fluorescent screen, which produces the movement of a visible spot. The movement of 

such spot on the screen is proportional to the varying magnitude of the signal, which is under 

measurement. 

Basic Principle: 

The electron beam can be deflected in two directions : the horizontal or x-direction and the 

vertical or y-direction. Thus an electron beam producing a spot can be used to produce two 



 

 

dimensional displays, Thus CRO. can be regarded as a fast x-y plotter. The x-axis and y-axis can 

be used to study the variation of one voltage as a function of another. Typically the x-axis of the 

oscilloscope represents the time while the y-axis represents variation of the input voltage signal.      

Thus if bhe input voltage signal applied to the y-axis of CRO. is sinusoidally varying and if x-axis 

represents the time axis, then the spot moves sinusoidally, and the familiar sinusoidal waveform 

can be seen on the screen of the oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is so fast device that it can display 

the periodic signals whose time period is as small as microseconds and even nanoseconds. The 

CRO. Basically operates on voltages, but it is possible to convert current, pressure, strain, 

acceleration and other physical quantities into the voltage using transducers and obtain their visual 

representations on the CRO. 

Cathode Ray Tube (CRT): 

The cathode ray tube (CRT) is the heart of the CR.O. the CRT generates the electron 

beam, ,accelerates the beam, deflects the beam and also has a screen where beam becomes 

visible ,as a spot. The main parts of the CRT are: 

i) Electron gun ii) Deflection system iii) Fluorescent screen 

iv) Glass tube or envelope v) Base 

A schematic diagram of CRT, showing its structure and main components is shown in 

the Fig. 



 

 

Electron Gun: 

The electron gun section of the cathode ray tube provides a sharply focused electron beam 

directed :towards the fluorescent-coated screen. This section starts from theql1ally heated cathode, 

limiting the electrons. The control grid is give!! negative potential with respect to cathode dc. This 

grid controls the number of electrons in the beam, going to the screen. 

The momentum of the electrons (their number x their speed) determines the intensity, or 

brightness, of the light emitted from the fluorescent screen due to the electron bombclrdl1lent. The 

light emitted is usually of the green colour. Because the electrons are negatively charged, a 

repulsive force is created by applying a negative voltage to the control grid (in CRT, voltages 

applied to various grids are stated with respect to cathode, which is taken as common point). This 

negative control voltage can be made variable. 

 

Deflection System: 

When the electron beam is accelerated it passes through the deflection system, with which 

beam can be positioned anywhere on the screen. The deflection system of the cathode-ray-tube 

consists of two pairs of parallel plates, referred to as the vertical and horizontal deflection plates. 

One of the plates' in each set is connected to ground (0 V), To the other plate of each set, the 



external deflection voltage is applied through an internal adjustable gain amplifier stage, To apply 

the deflection voltage externally, an external terminal, called the Y input or the X input, is 

available. 

As shown in the Fig. , the electron beam passes through these plates. A positive voltage 

applied to the Y input terminal (Vy) Causes the beam to deflect vertically upward due to the 

attraction forces, while a negative voltage applied to. the Y input terminal will cause the electron 

beam to deflect vertically downward, due to the repulsion forces. When the voltages are applied 

simultaneously to vertical and horizontcl1 deflecting plates, the electron beam is deflected due to 

the resultant-of these two voltages. 

Fluorescent Screen: 

The light produced by the screen does not disappear immediately when bombardment by 

electrons ceases, i.e., when the signal becomes zero. The time period for which the trace remains 

on the screen after the signal becomes zero is known as "persistence". The persistence may be jS 

short as a few microsecond, or as long as tens of seconds ~en minutes. 

Long persistence traces are used in the study.. of transients. Long persistence helps in the 

study of transients since the trace is still seen on the screen after the transient has disappeared. 

Phosphor screen characteristics: 

Many phosphor materials having different excitation times and colours as well as different 

phosphorescence times are available. The type PI, P2, PI1 or P3I are the short persistence 

phosphors and are used for the general purpose oscilloscope 

Medical oscilloscopes require a longer phosphor decay and hence phosphors like P7 and 

P39 are preferred for such applications. Very slow displays like radar require long persistence 

phosphors to maintain sufficient flicker free picture. Such phosphors are P19, P26 and, P33. 

The phosphors P19, P26, P33 have low burn resistance. The phosphors PI, P2, P4, P7, Pll 

have medium burn resistance while PIS, P3I have high burn resistance. 
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